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In November, Brazilians will elect a president for the first time since 1960. An estimated 90% of
Brazil's 80 million eligible voters have never had the opportunity to vote for the presidency. This
year's election occurs in a context much different from that of 1960. Today, at least 70% of the
population resides in cities, and 94% watch television, compared to 30% and 5%, respectively, in
1960. Another contrast is that illiterate citizens and 16-year- olds will vote in 1989. In preliminary
polls, presidential candidate of the leftist Workers Party (PT), Luis Inacio da Silva also known
as Lula is a consistent front-runner. A former metallurgical worker and union leader, Lula built
his power base in the 1980s in Sao Paulo's industrial suburbs. In 1986, da Silva was elected to the
national congress with 652,000 votes, the largest number of ballots received by a candidate in such
an election in Brazilian history. In November 1988, the PT's candidate was elected mayor of Sao
Paulo. The PT claims 500,000 members, direction of a labor federation that represents 10 million
workers, and an electoral alliance with three leftist parties the Green Party, the Brazilian Socialist
Party and the Communist Party of Brazil. The three parties have few registered members, but
provide large numbers of campaign volunteers. In March, Lula visited Cuba, Nicaragua, Italy,
Portugal, Spain and West Germany. Italian groups reportedly have given hundreds of thousands
of dollars to assist the PT in designing television advertising. During a recent interview published
in the New York Times (04/30/89), da Silva asserted that the foreign debt problem "is a power
game." After describing a strategy for dealing with Brazil's $115 billion debt, he said, "When I was a
union man and I went to negotiate with the boss, if my category was disorganized, I had less chance
of winning a decent raise. When I succeeded in organizing the factory, my chances of winning a
deal were better." On the economy: "In the last 10 years, Brazil's economy did not grow," said da
Silva. He was referring to an annual growth rate in the 1980s of 2.8%, slightly above the 2% per
annum demographic growth rate. "At the same time, we had to ship out every year the equivalent
of 4.5% of our gross national product to service the debt." A government run by the PT, he said,
would immediately halt interest payments on the debt, followed by an audit on the origin of the
debt. Most of Brazil's foreign loans were contracted under military regimes during the 1970s and
through 1985. A long-term solution to the debt, said Lula, can be reached through negotiations
with creditors, either alone or alongside other Latin American debtor nations. "It is not possible
that a nation like Brazil has to discuss the foreign debt with some banker. We think the debt is a
political question, which has to be discussed government to government." Voicing a PT slogan,
da Silva said, "If the Amazon forests are the lungs of the world, the foreign debt is the pneumonia
of Brazil." [In a recent magazine interview, he asserted that some foreigners "feel more sorry for
the alligators than for the 350,000 children who die every year in this country."] Describing the
government's policy on the Amazon issue as "retrograde nationalism," da Silva advocated debt-fornature swaps, i.e., conversion of foreign debt paper into local currency for environmental projects.
Development policy: Da Silva said that his trip to Spain and Italy had influenced his thinking. Party
literature states that the PT is not dedicated to reforming capitalism, but rather to the construction
of socialism. As president, da Silva said he would attempt to reform capitalism in workers' interests,
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and improve income distribution. Improvements in public health care and education would be
policy instead of nationalizing private health clinics and private schools. Rather than nationalizing
banks, he said he would impose more controls on them. Next, agrarian reform would redistribute
land currently idle in large estates to landless peasants. On foreign capital: Da Silva said, "I think
foreign capital is essential for a country like Brazil." He asserted that the "pre-capitalism" practiced
by Brazilian businessmen is to blame for Brazil's "army of unemployed...The Brazilian businessman
does not have the awareness of a European businessman that it is necessary to distribute income."
After pointing out that wealthy Brazilians' deposits in overseas bank accounts are estimated at
$30 billion, he said: "The Brazilian businessman wants to quickly accumulate his personal fortune
without investing in production. He invests in yachts, country houses and gold." International
events: Da Silva said his party was studying the evolution of economic policies in China and in the
Soviet Union. Da Silva argued that many US citizens have a skewed vision of Cuba. "Let me ask
a question. Doesn't El Salvador depend on the United States? Doesn't Guatemala depend on the
United States? I don't see the crime in Cuba receiving aid from the Soviet Union. "But one thing
can't be argued Cuba is the only country on our continent which has no hunger. Cuba has the lowest
infant mortality rate,...and the highest standard of education...Why is it that the other countries of
South America cannot attain the same level of education, even though they have foreign debts of $40
billion, of $30 billion, of $15 billion?"

-- End --
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